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Losers’ consent and emotions in the aftermath 
of the Brexit referendum

James Tilleya  and Sara B. Hoboltb 
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ABSTRACT
The willingness of voters on the losing side to accept electoral outcomes – 
losers’ consent – is essential to democratic legitimacy. This article examines 
the role of emotions in shaping people’s perceptions of electoral fairness, 
arguing that voters on the losing side who feel angry are less willing to accept 
democratic outcomes. This is examined in the context of the 2016 Brexit 
referendum, as well as the 2019 UK general election, using original survey 
data and an experiment in which specific emotional responses (anger and 
happiness) are induced to test the causal effect of emotions. The results show 
that losers who felt angry about an electoral outcome are less likely to accept 
the legitimacy of the democratic process and that anger has a causal effect 
in reducing losers’ consent. These findings suggest that politicians may be 
able to influence voters’ faith in democracy by mobilising emotional responses.

KEYWORDS Anger; Brexit; emotions; losers’ consent; referendum

For democracies to govern effectively, and survive in the long term, 
people who find themselves on the losing side of a vote must accept 
both the outcome of the election and the policies implemented by the 
winners. This acceptance has become known as ‘losers’ consent’ (Anderson 
et al. 2005; Easton 1975; Nadeau and Blais 1993). While it is easy for 
winners to be satisfied with election outcomes, the greater challenge is 
for those on the losing side to recognise that outcome as the product 
of a fair democratic process. Without such ‘gracious losers’, the democratic 
process as a whole is called into question after every electoral contest. 
This undermines trust in democratic institutions and the overall legiti-
macy of electoral democracy. Yet even in established democracies, some 
voters on the losing side question the legitimacy of outcomes, especially 
when the electoral contest is polarised. One example of a highly divisive 
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and polarised electoral context is the 2016 Brexit referendum in the 
United Kingdom. This gave rise to long-lasting concerns about the fair-
ness of the referendum among many voters on the losing side. Over half 
of the people who voted to remain in the European Union (EU) continue 
to think that the decision to leave was not based on a fair democratic 
process.1 This has had enduring negative effects on political trust and 
contributed to affective polarisation (Hobolt et al. 2021).

Why are some people on the losing side willing to recognise the 
legitimacy of democratic outcomes, but others are not? In this article, 
we focus specifically on the role of emotions in shaping losers’ consent 
at the individual level. We argue that emotions are critical to under-
standing why some losers endorse the outcome of an electoral contest, 
while others remain convinced that the election was rigged in some way 
against their side. We know from a large literature in political psychology 
that emotions are powerful determinants of political beliefs and actions 
(Huddy et al. 2007; MacKuen et al. 2010; Valentino et al. 2008; Webster 
2020). Drawing on that literature, we argue that losers’ consent is easier 
for those ‘less emotionally engaged in the debate’ (Nadeau et al. 2021: 
91). In particular, we argue that anger is likely to undermine losers’ 
consent since angry people tend to cling more tightly to their prior 
convictions and are also much less receptive to new information or 
opposing points of view (Brader and Marcus 2013; Vasilopoulou and 
Wagner 2017; Weber 2013). In essence, angry losers are both less ready 
to accept the possibility of defeat being real, but are also more open to 
in-group arguments that the electoral process was rigged.

While an association between emotions and losers’ consent has been 
suggested (see Anderson et al. 2005: 25–26), it has rarely been tested. 
One important exception is the recent paper by Nadeau et al. (2021) 
which shows that ‘graceful losers’ (losers who accept the election result) 
are less angry than ‘sore losers’ (losers who do not accept the result). 
However, the direction of causality is unclear: is anger causing people 
to withhold their consent or are ‘sore losers’ simply angry about the 
result? We directly address this question of whether anger explains why 
some people are more likely to perceive electoral outcomes as unfair in 
two electoral contests in the UK: the 2016 EU referendum and the 2019 
general election. This allows us to examine how emotions shape 
individual-level perceptions of the democratic process in both a highly 
polarised referendum context and in a general election.

First, we use observational survey data to demonstrate that those who 
felt angry about the specific electoral outcome are less likely to accept 
the legitimacy of the democratic process. In line with Nadeau et al. 
(2021), we find a strong correlation between anger and a lack of losers’ 
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consent in both electoral contests. Nonetheless, these correlations do not 
allow us to establish whether it is anger causing a shortfall of losers’ 
consent or whether it is simply that ‘sore losers’ become angry about 
the result. Therefore, to test the causal effect of emotion, we run an 
experiment embedded in a nationally-representative survey. In the exper-
iment, we induce specific emotional responses (anger and happiness) to 
examine the causal effect of emotions on losers’ consent. Our experi-
mental findings provide evidence that anger can cause a loss of faith in 
the democratic process.

These results have important implications for the understanding of 
the fragility of democracy and political trust, particularly during times 
of heightened polarisation. Ideologically polarised voters tend to be angry 
voters, which suggests that greater polarisation can affect losers’ consent 
via greater levels of anger. Equally, it is possible that politicians, especially 
those with more populist tendencies whose rhetoric is more likely to 
emphasise anger (Widmann 2021), may be able to influence people’s 
emotional responses to an electoral outcome (Gervais 2019; Stapleton 
and Dawkins 2022) and thereby undermine voter faith in the legitimacy 
of the democratic process.

Losers’ consent and emotions

Losers’ consent is crucial to the functioning of democracies. It is well 
established that democracies are more stable when those on the losing 
side accept that elections have been resolved in a legitimate fashion 
(Anderson et al. 2005). Losers’ consent captures the notion that ‘the 
viability of democracy depends on its ability to secure the support of a 
substantial proportion of individuals who are displeased with the outcome 
of an election’ (Nadeau and Blais 1993: 553). Losers’ consent is thus 
essential to representative democracy. Without it, every election represents 
a potential challenge to the political system as a whole, since the losers 
of the election will be unwilling to accept legal and institutional processes. 
One way in which we see a general consequence of ‘sore losers’ in polit-
ical systems is in their satisfaction with democracy. People who vote for 
parties forming the government express higher satisfaction with democ-
racy when compared to those who supported parties that enter opposition 
(Anderson and Guillory 1997; Blais and Gélineau 2007; Bowler and 
Donovan 2002; Henderson 2008; Listhaug et al. 2009; Singh et al. 2011). 
Similar findings emerge when it comes to trust in specific political 
institutions (Anderson and LoTempio 2002; Anderson and Tverdova 2001).

Referendums in this context are especially interesting. There are winners 
and losers in all democratic contests, but the gap between winners and 
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losers is particularly stark in referendums. While referendums tend to 
decide significant constitutional issues with lasting consequences, they do 
not provide the scheduled opportunity for a re-run that voters are familiar 
with in an ordinary electoral cycle (Hobolt 2009; Hobolt et al. 2022). There 
is little hope for the losing side in a referendum of reversing the outcome 
and the majority decisions reached by direct democracy have been criti-
cised as an unchecked ‘tyranny of the majority’ with little regard for the 
minority (Butler and Ranney 1978; Gamble 1997; Lijphart 1999). While 
governments in representative democracies derive their legitimacy from 
regular free and fair elections, referendums are typically sporadic one-off 
events. Nobody likes being on the losing side, but being a loser is likely 
even harder when there are no clear procedures in place to overturn an 
electoral outcome and when, as with Brexit, the campaign and outcome 
give rise to deeply held political identities (Hobolt et al. 2021; Hobolt and 
Tilley 2022). Yet, while there is some excellent work on how emotions 
affect the process of choosing a side in the run up to a referendum (Garry 
2014; Vasilopoulou and Wagner 2017), we know much less about losers’ 
consent in the aftermath of referendums. In this article, we therefore look 
at losers’ consent in the context of both election and referendum outcomes.

We are not, however, interested primarily in aggregate levels of losers’ 
consent, but rather in individual-level differences: why are some losers 
more discontented than others to the point of contesting the legitimacy 
of an electoral outcome? Much of the literature has argued for a rational 
utilitarian approach to explaining differences in levels of consent. This 
assumes that winners’ greater satisfaction with democracy is primarily 
instrumental: they expect that their winning party will implement their 
preferred policies and that makes them more satisfied with democracy. 
If that is the case, then different political and institutional contexts may 
explain differences in consent. In particular, winner-take-all electoral 
contests, such as referendums or elections in presidential and majoritarian 
elections, should produce more ‘sore losers’ than contests in proportional 
and consensual systems where losing parties are likely to have more 
policy influence (Anderson and Guillory 1997; Anderson and Mendes 
2006; Anderson and LoTempio 2002; Anderson and Tverdova 2001; 
Anderson et al. 2005; Moehler 2009). At the individual-level, the same 
approach can explain why losers who are at a greater ideological distance 
from winners are more likely to be ‘sore losers’ (Anderson et al. 2005; 
Esaiasson 2011; Ezrow and Xezonakis 2011).

The other approach has been to focus more on political identities and 
how they influence consent. The key individual level explanation here 
is thus rooted in social psychology and relates to the strength of political 
in-group attachments. On this account, being part of the political majority 
provides psychological benefits that are not driven simply by instrumental 
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policy considerations. Similarly, those on the losing side whose political 
identity is more central to their lives may become embittered and dis-
contented with the system as a whole when that side is defeated (Anderson 
and LoTempio 2002; Anderson et al. 2005). Effectively, voters with stron-
ger attachments to the losing party are more likely to interpret the result 
through their partisan lens and are therefore less able to accept victory 
of the out-group party.

This social identity approach hints at another difference between peo-
ple that might affect the granting of losers’ consent: their emotions. 
While some work has pointed out that being on the winning side gen-
erates a positive feeling and defeat produces negative emotions (Anderson 
et al. 2005; Esaiasson 2011; Singh et al. 2011), there are few systematic 
empirical studies of emotion in this context. One exception is Nadeau 
et al. (2021), who demonstrate that losers who were angry about the 
result of the 2016 Brexit referendum were more likely to be ‘sore losers’ 
than those who were happy about the result. Yet the causal direction of 
this correlation is unclear. Do emotions cause losers’ consent? It seems 
likely that they do, given that emotions generally affect political behaviour 
and attitudes (Marcus and MacKuen 1993; Nadeau et al. 1995; Neuman 
et al. 2007). Specifically, discrete emotions, such as anger and enthusiasm, 
influence how people deal with threats, how they form preferences, and 
how they seek out, process and use information (Brader and Marcus 
2013). We argue that one discrete emotion, anger, is likely to affect 
responses to an electoral defeat. Specifically, we expect anger to increase 
the likelihood that voters on the losing side withhold their losers’ consent. 
There are three reasons to expect this pattern.

First, anger has been shown to depress information seeking. This means 
that angry people consume less countervailing political information and 
are more likely to support emotionally framed political positions (Huddy 
et al. 2007; Redlawsk et al. 2007; Suhay and Erisen 2018; Valentino et al. 
2008). For example, in his study of how emotions affect people’s assess-
ment of political facts, Weeks (2015) shows that anger exacerbates the 
influence of partisanship and makes participants more susceptible to 
party-consistent misinformation. This builds on work in psychology which 
shows that people induced to feel angry generally process information 
more superficially, take shortcuts to arrive at decisions and make judge-
ments about other people more easily (Tiedens 2001). This all implies 
that angry losers are less open to factual information about political 
events, especially information which contradicts their preconceptions, and 
more receptive to partisan narratives about why a defeat is illegitimate.

Second, anger makes people more committed to their in-group and 
less conciliatory. This is related to the fact that angry people tend to 
cling harder to their pre-existing positions, but it is also due to the 
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relationship between anger and a willingness to ‘respond in a hostile 
manner towards people and ideas that undermine them’ (Suhay and 
Erisen 2018: 797). Unsurprisingly given this, MacKuen et al. (2010) argue 
that anger decreases people’s willingness to consider policy compromises 
and Webster (2020) shows experimentally that anger reduces generalised 
trust in government. In the context of losers’ consent, this all means 
that angry losers may be less compromise-oriented, less trusting and, 
ultimately, less likely to consent to their defeat.

Third, anger tends to encourage greater participation in politics (Huddy 
et al. 2007; Valentino et al. 2011; Weber 2013). As anger heightens per-
ceptions of control, it makes people more likely to think they are polit-
ically efficacious. At the same time, it tends to facilitate adversarial 
participation rather than deliberative engagement. In the context of an 
electoral defeat, this would suggest that angry losers are more politically 
active, but also more adversarial in their defence of the in-group and 
less likely to consent to that defeat.

In summary, we therefore hypothesise that anger is negatively correlated 
with losers’ consent, whereas the contrasting emotion of happiness is positively 
correlated with losers’ consent. Moreover, we expect that at least part of that 
correlation is due to the fact that anger has a negative causal effect on losers’ 
consent. We thus also hypothesise that people on the losing side who are 
induced to feel angrier will perceive the electoral process as more unfair.

Hypothesis 1: For people on the losing side, anger is negatively correlated 
with perceptions of fair electoral process, while happiness is positively 
correlated with perceptions of fair electoral process.

Hypothesis 2: People on the losing side with an induced increase in anger 
will perceive electoral processes to be less fair compared to people with 
an induced increase in happiness.

Methods and data

We combine observational survey analysis with an experimental design 
in order to test this argument. In order to test hypothesis 1, we use data 
from an original survey of a nationally representative sample of the 
British electorate collected in July 2020 in partnership with YouGov. The 
dependent variable is a question designed to elicit perceptions of unfair-
ness in the election process and thereby the withholding of losers’ con-
sent. We asked respondents about their perceptions of the 2016 EU 
referendum and the 2019 general election as follows:

Regardless of whether you think it was right or wrong to vote to leave 
the European Union, do you think that the decision to leave was based 
on a fair democratic process?
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[Yes, it was based on a fair democratic process; No, it was not based on 
a fair democratic process; Don’t know]

Regardless of how you voted in the general election last December, do 
you think that the result was based on a fair democratic process?

[Yes, it was based on a fair democratic process; No, it was not based on 
a fair democratic process; Don’t know]

In our survey, these two questions are separated by several non-political 
questions to minimise any cross-over. There is no ideal way to measure 
losers’ consent in one question, but these questions include the key 
element of procedural legitimacy which is central to the concept. The 
questions seek to distance fairness from the respondent’s vote choice and 
preferred outcome (‘Regardless of whether you think it was right or 
wrong to vote to leave the European Union’/‘Regardless of how you 
voted’) and capture whether voters accept the outcome as one based on 
a ‘fair democratic process’. We thus follow the Anderson et al. (2005) 
approach in which they ask whether ‘elections are conducted unfairly’. 
Our phrasing is also similar to more recent work which looks at refer-
endums. For example, Esaiasson et al. (2012, 2019) ask ‘how fair do you 
think matters were when the decision was taken’ and Marien and Kern 
(2018) ask respondents how ‘fair do you think that the referendum 
proceeded’.

Our key independent variables are measures of emotion. We measure 
anger using a 0-10 scale which asks about people’s feelings towards 
political events. For the EU this reads as follows:

How do you feel about the fact that Britain has now left the EU?

[0–10 scale labelled: Not at all angry (0) to Extremely angry (10)]

For the general election it reads:

How do you feel about the fact that Britain now has a Conservative 
government?

[0–10 scale labelled: Not at all angry (0) to Extremely angry (10)]

We also measure other emotional reactions using separate scales. In 
particular, we measure happiness as a separate outcome which we might 
consider an opposite of anger in this context.2

Finally, our models also include important control variables that are 
highly likely to affect perceptions of electoral unfairness: support for the 
winning side. For the EU referendum we measure people’s actual vote 
choice in 2016 (as measured on previous surveys by YouGov) and whether 
people now had a different view (here the question is: ‘In hindsight, do 
you think Britain was right or wrong to vote to leave the European 
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Union?’). Given the close proximity of the December 2019 general elec-
tion to our survey in 2020, we simply control here for respondents’ 2019 
general election vote choice.

Hypothesis 2 concerns the causal relationship between emotion and 
losers’ consent. We use an experimental design in which people are 
randomly assigned to four groups. We ask people in groups 1 and 2 to 
reflect on a situation that has made them angry and those in groups 3 
and 4 to reflect on a situation that has made them happy. The happiness 
condition can be considered as either the opposite of the anger condition 
or as a type of control condition which gives people a similar task. We 
then measure perceptions of electoral unfairness for those on the losing 
side of the referendum (groups 1 and 3) or election (groups 2 and 4). 
This survey experiment was run separately from the survey used to test 
hypothesis 1, but was also conducted by YouGov on a nationally repre-
sentative sample of the British electorate in July 2020. There are three 
main elements to the experimental design. First, we identify ‘losers’. We 
define general election losers as those who voted Labour in 2019 and 
referendum losers as those who voted Remain in 2016 and have not 
subsequently changed their mind (again using the ‘in hindsight’ question 
as above).

Second, we stimulate emotions. There are various techniques used to 
do this in a survey or laboratory setting. Subjects can be asked to look 
at images or videos which provoke emotional reactions, look at faces 
which are displaying particular emotions, read out loud emotionally 
charged statements (typically increasing in intensity of the charge), think 
about a particular scenario designed to be emotion inducing, or describe 
and reflect on their own emotional state in a situation specific to them 
(Albertson and Gadarian 2016; Searles and Mattes 2015). Our design 
uses the last of these. This is particularly useful in a survey experiment 
setting as it is relatively quick and we are able to evaluate compliance 
to some extent by looking at the descriptions provided. It also allows 
subjects to reflect on specific situations which make them happy or angry, 
rather than generic images, videos or scenarios which affect the average 
person’s emotional state. It is a similar strategy to Valentino et al. (2008, 
2009), but we aim to induce emotions which are unrelated to a particular 
political event. In terms of the instructions to subjects, we used a mod-
ified version of the approach used by Lerner and Keltner (2001) and 
Webster (2020). Groups 1 and 2 were asked to ‘briefly describe three 
things, or three situations, that make you feel the most angry’. Respondents 
were then given three boxes to fill with free text. After that, they were 
then asked:

Could you describe in more detail a situation which has recently made 
you feel angry? It is okay if you don’t remember all the details, just be 
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specific about what exactly it was that made you angry and what it felt 
like to be angry. If you can, write your description so that someone reading 
it might even feel angry. We are not concerned with grammar or how 
well you can write, just your feelings.

A larger box is again given over to free text. Groups 3 and 4 were 
given the same set of questions but all references to ‘anger’ were replaced 
by ‘happiness’. In the main, subjects filled in all three of the initial boxes. 
While some people were relatively laconic, most wrote quite extensively 
in the final box about a specific experience. Many of the experiences 
were drawn from personal life, such as a family games night or round-
about etiquette,3 but some related to more political events, particularly 
anger over other people not obeying social distancing rules which was 
a salient issue in July 2020. Only around 1 per cent of people failed to 
write anything (or wrote ‘don’t know’ or similar) in the four boxes and 
only 3 per cent failed to write anything (or again wrote ‘don’t know’ or 
similar) in the final box. We exclude these respondents from the analyses 
we present here, although, unsurprisingly given their small number, that 
exclusion makes little difference to the results.

Third, we measure whether our stimulus affects the consent that losers 
extend to electoral outcomes. To do that we use the same questions as in 
the cross-sectional data. Groups 1 and 3 were asked whether they thought 
that after the EU referendum ‘the decision to leave was based on a fair 
democratic process’ and groups 2 and 4 were asked whether they thought 
that the result of the 2019 general election ‘was based on a fair democratic 
process’. We also include a manipulation check and ask people at the end 
of the questionnaire to report their anger and happiness about the political 
event in question. Again, we replicate the questions in the cross-sectional 
data. Consequently, we asked people in group 1 and 3 to report how 
angry and happy they were about ‘the fact that Britain has now left the 
EU’ and people in groups 2 and 4 how angry and happy they were about 
‘the fact that Britain now has a Conservative government’.

Results

Are emotions associated with losers’ consent?

In the first part of this section, we present two logit regressions which 
use the cross-sectional data. These predict perceptions of the electoral 
process, separately for the EU referendum and the general election, for 
all respondents. Dissatisfaction with the process, a withholding of consent, 
is coded as 1. The independent variables in these models are measures 
of people’s winner/loser status and their emotional state in terms of their 
levels of anger and happiness.
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Tables 1 and 2 show the results for the two electoral contests. In both 
cases being a winner or loser is a very strong predictor of one’s subse-
quent view of the fairness of the referendum or election. Leavers think 
the referendum was fairer than Remainers and Conservative voters think 
the general election was fairer than Labour voters. This is not surprising. 
More interesting are the effects of emotions. In both cases greater levels 
of anger are associated with greater perceptions of unfairness and greater 
levels of happiness with greater perceptions of fairness. All these effects 
are statistically significant at the 5 per cent level.4 They are also large 
effects, especially for anger. If we just take Remainers and Labour voters5 
and look at the percentages who think the referendum or general election 
was unfair, the relationships are clear. Overall, 66 per cent of Remain 
voters thought the referendum was unfair, but this rises to 85 per cent 
for Remainers who were very angry (scored 9-10 on the scale) and falls 
to 43 per cent of Remainers who were less angry (scored 0-5 on the 
scale). Similarly, 59 per cent of Labour voters who were very angry (9-10 
on the scale) thought the general election was unfair, but only 17 per 
cent of Labour voters who scored 0-5 in terms of anger had perceptions 
of unfairness. This matches Nadeau et al.’s (2021) findings who also 
examine the association between emotions and losers’ consent in the 

Table 1. logit regressions predicting perceptions of unfair 
process: eu referendum.

B SE

2016 vote leave .09 .18
remain .31 .27
no vote – –

current view leave −.78* .24
remain 2.21* .41
DK – –

emotions anger (0–10) .24* .03
Happiness (0–10) −.15* .03

intercept −1.45* .30

pseudo r2 = .59, N = 1618.

Table 2. logit regressions predicting perceptions of unfair 
process: general election.

B SE

2019 vote conservative −1.35* .35
labour −.03 .20
other .25 .23
non-voter – –

emotions anger (0–10) .28* .04
Happiness (0–10) −.11* .04

intercept −2.37* .36

pseudo r2 = .35, N = 1618.

note: * = p < 0.05. anger/happiness are measured as 0 − 10 scales in which 
0 is not at all angry/happy and 10 is extremely angry/happy.
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Brexit referendum. Given that their data comes from 2016 and ours from 
2020, this shows the longevity of the Brexit referendum division in Britain 
and probably reflects the new embedded political identities of Leavers 
and Remainers (Hobolt et al. 2021).

Anger and happiness are clearly correlated with perceptions of the 
fairness of both elections and referendums. Angry losers extend less con-
sent than happy losers. Emotions are thus an important correlate of losers’ 
consent. Nonetheless, it is far from clear that emotional states cause losers’ 
consent. After all, if you think that the outcome is unfair, it might make 
you angry about that outcome. As Anderson et al. (2005: 25) put it: ‘losing 
leads to anger and disillusion while winning makes people more euphoric’. 
This relationship remains interesting to those who study the consequences 
of high or low levels of losers’ consent, but it tells us little about when 
losers’ consent will be granted by electorates. Whereas if emotions cause 
losers’ consent, we can predict that angry campaigns will likely lead to 
lower levels of consent and people who are innately angrier6 will be more 
likely to be sore losers. In order to adjudicate between these two situations, 
we use a survey experiment in which we induce emotions and thus test 
directly whether anger reduces losers’ consent.

Do emotions cause losers’ consent?

Before turning to the effects of the treatment on losers’ consent in our 
survey experiment, it is worth discussing how our treatment affects anger 
and happiness about political outcomes. Figure 1 shows the marginal 
effects of treatment from OLS regressions which predict anger and 

Figure 1. the effect of emotion treatments on levels of anger and happiness at 
political outcomes.
note: Marginal effects of treatment on anger/happiness scales shown with 95 per cent confidence 
intervals. anger/happiness scales are 0–10 in which 0 is not at all angry/happy and 10 is extremely 
angry/happy.
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happiness on 0–10 scales about the referendum outcome and general 
election outcome. Included in the models are previous vote, current vote 
intention and treatment, where treatment means being in the anger 
induction group relative to being in the happiness induction group. The 
full models are in online appendix 2. Three of the four effects of treat-
ment are statistically significant – being asked to think about an angering 
event makes you angrier and less happy about politics than thinking 
about a happy event. In that sense our treatments worked: we successfully 
changed people’s emotional states about politics by inducing general 
emotions.

What of losers’ consent? The effects of the treatment on losers’ consent 
can be straightforwardly displayed. Figure 2 shows the difference between 
the two treatment groups in the percentage of losers (that is people who 
voted for the losing side and have not subsequently changed to the 
winning side) who think the referendum or general election was unfair. 
The difference between the anger and happiness groups is over 11 per 
cent for the referendum and statistically significant at the 1 per cent 
level. The difference for the general election is 6 per cent, although this 
is not statistically significant.

Given the brief, and apolitical, nature of our treatment, these are quite 
large effects. Clearly they also have implications for how we view the 
relationship between emotions and losers’ consent. If people’s changing 
emotional states affect the giving of losers’ consent then that means that 
we can identify (1) types of people who are less likely to be gracious 
losers (angry people) and (2) types of rhetoric and campaigns which are 
less likely to generate gracious losers (angry campaigners and campaigns). 
Both of these claims are implicit in some of the writing around losers’ 

Figure 2. the effect of emotion treatment (anger versus happiness) on perceptions 
of unfair process by people on the losing side.
note: effect of treatment on the perceived unfairness of the democratic process with 95 per cent 
confidence intervals.
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consent, but there is little correlational and no causal evidence of them. 
Tables 1 and 2 provide further evidence of the correlation and Figure 2 
provides the first steps in the direction of showing a causal relationship 
running from emotion to consent.

Conclusion

Lack of losers’ consent can undermine faith in democratic processes and 
institutions. In the aftermath of the Brexit referendum a majority of 
Remain voters continued to question the legitimacy of the process and 
outcome. It is notable that the debate, both during and after the vote, 
was highly emotionally charged (Osnabrügge et al. 2021; Umit and Auel 
2020) which raises the question of how emotions shape losers’ consent 
among voters. Our study has focused on the role of emotions in explaining 
why some voters on the losing side accept outcomes while others do not. 
In line with our expectations, we find that people who feel angry are less 
likely to display losers’ consent and that this correlation is at least partially 
driven by the fact that anger causes people to become ‘sore losers’.

Our study contributes to the literature in several ways. First, we build 
on the political psychology literature to present an argument for why 
losers’ consent is driven not only by instrumental considerations, but 
also emotions. Second, we present a systematic empirical investigation 
of the role of emotions, combining survey analysis with an innovative 
experiment that induces emotions to test their causal effect on losers’ 
consent. While previous literature has suggested that emotions play a 
role, this study presents the first evidence of a causal effect of emotions 
on losers’ consent. Of course, perceptions of unfairness may also cause 
emotions, but our evidence suggests that it is at least a reciprocal rela-
tionship in which anger is causing people to withdraw their acceptance 
of the electoral outcome. Finally, we examine this in two electoral contexts 
– the 2016 Brexit referendum and the 2019 general election – and show 
that emotions are associated with differences in perceptions of electoral 
fairness in both contexts. While it is difficult to make inferences about 
the impact of context when looking at just two cases, it may be that the 
more divisive and winner-takes-all nature of the referendum explains 
why the effect of anger on losers’ consent appears greater in this context 
compared to the general election context.7

Thinking about the Brexit vote specifically, the lack of losers’ consent 
among Remainers several years after the referendum illustrates the poten-
tially corrosive effect of referendums on trust in democratic institutions. 
It is likely that the institutional context has contributed to the lack of 
losers’ consent following the Brexit referendum. Not only did the binary 
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nature of the referendum ballot mean that complex policy problems were 
reduced to a stark either/or choice (Bowler and Donovan 2002; Rose 2019), 
but the mandate to exit the EU provided little specific guidance as to the 
final political settlement (Hobolt et al. 2022). In such an open-ended 
high-stakes vote, it is perhaps not surprising that many on the losing side 
continue to question the fairness of the process that led to Brexit.

More broadly, our findings chime with the intuition that democratic 
resilience may depend on ideological polarisation at both the voter and 
elite level. At the voter level, we know that political anger is related to 
both ideological sorting (Webster and Abramowitz 2017) and social sorting 
(Mason 2015, 2018; Webster 2020). Societies with more polarised electorates 
will thus find themselves with angrier voters who are less likely to accept 
electoral outcomes for which they did not vote. Equally, we know that 
ideologically polarised elites display greater anger in their rhetoric (Webster 
2021) and that angry and uncivil language by politicians affects voters’ 
own emotions (Clayton et al. 2021; Gervais 2019; Stapleton and Dawkins 
2022). This means that elite anger can produce voter anger, which can in 
turn create democratic dissatisfaction. The intentionality of this is unclear, 
however. On the one hand, losing parties and politicians might intentionally 
use anger to make their supporters discontented to the point of contesting 
the legitimacy of an electoral outcome and the democratic institutions 
themselves. On the other hand, it could be much more unintentional: for 
example, the actions and rhetoric of winning politicians might anger voters 
on the losing side and create losers’ discontent. Either way, given the 
potential importance of anger in causing voters to withhold losers’ consent, 
future research should examine more closely the role of political elites, 
and political processes, in inducing such emotions.

Notes

 1. 58 per cent of respondents disagreed with the statement that the Brexit 
referendum was based on a fair democratic process. Question wording: 
‘Regardless of whether you think it was right or wrong to vote to leave 
the European Union, do you think that the decision to leave was based 
on a fair democratic process?’ (YouGov, February 2022).

 2. Our measures differ, therefore, from work which uses a single scale with 
happiness and anger at each end (for example, Nadeau et al. 2021). In 
practice, this probably makes little difference, but theoretically it is more 
satisfying to allow people to be neither angry nor happy as they are not 
necessarily always conflicting emotions.

 3. To avoid any doubt, the first was an example of a happy experience, the 
second an angry experience.

 4. We also measured two other emotional states (on the same 0–10 scales) 
towards the EU referendum: anxiety and sadness. While we might see 
these as related ‘negative emotions’ they are distinct from anger (Huddy  
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et al. 2007). When all three negative emotions, alongside happiness, are 
included in a model, anger and happiness remain statistically significant-
ly associated with perceptions of unfairness. Anxiety is also statistically 
significantly associated with higher levels of democratic dissatisfaction, but 
this effect is smaller than for anger and happiness. Sadness, holding con-
stant the three other emotions, is not statistically significantly associated 
with dissatisfaction.

 5. Few ‘winners’ perceive any unfairness. Only 2 per cent of Conservative 
voters thought that the election was unfair and under 2 per cent of peo-
ple who voted Leave, and would still vote Leave, thought that the refer-
endum was unfair.

 6. Some losers are likely to be angrier than others due to their temperament 
and commitment to their side. Using separate data gathered in March 2021, 
it is clear that personality traits, identity strength and ideological values 
correlate with the anger of losers. Labour partisans and Remainers high 
in the big five trait of neuroticism, low in the big five trait of agreeable-
ness and high in the dark triad trait of narcissism are generally angrier. 
Labour partisans and Remainers who are more attached to their identity 
and have more extreme ideological positions (so more pro-EU and less 
patriotic for Remainers and more economically leftwing and less patriotic 
for Labour partisans) are also angrier on average. The full models are in 
online appendix 1.

 7. It is worth noting, however, that this may not be due to more strongly 
held Brexit identities compared to partisan identities. As the tables in 
online appendix 4 show, anger appears to have a slightly greater effect on 
the strength of partisan identities.
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